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About Us

Our Numbers are Staggering

50k

10k

750+

Student Career
Guidance Interactions

Young Professionals
Guidance Interactions

Student Placecomm
Members Guided

Our Founders

Alok Srivastava
Promoter | Co-founder
XLRI | Michigan

Abhishek Srivastava
CEO | Co-founder

ISB | Georgia Tech | DTU

Our Team Hails From

Message from Our Team
(Past and Present)

Thanks MBAtrek Private Limited team for always supporting us &
understanding the tough situations. From March 2020 we got fully paid on
time because the leadership team realizes the efforts we put in the work.
This year COVID paid leaves of 30 days was also incorporated. Support
from Founders is highly appreciable. It was clearly stated by them, if you
have a family emergency / concern then please don’t work because
FAMILY COMES FIRST. It's a bless to work for a startup!

An organization where you support the team and the team supports
you in every aspect, where every new idea is welcomed and discussed
to identify its full potential, and which understands that it's the people
(both
employees
and
customers)
first
and
not
the
product/process/tech which brings success and creativity, is bound to
succeed, today or tomorrow.

At MBAtrek, we live by the idea of orienting young people to think &
prepare for their careers the right way. Each day here, brings an
opportunity to create an impact in EdTech, by expanding our roles
beyond what is patent and going home with advanced learning and
coming back to apply it the next day!

MBAtrek is a place where we get to work with the founders directly,
which gives us an opportunity to take ownership of different
projects. The work culture here is amazing, ideas are all always
welcomed. The growth potential is immense at MBAtrek as we
collaborate with cross-functional teams a lot and learn new things
everyday.

Our Spotlight

GLASSDOOR RATING

4.8

Good culture Cohesive learning environment! Nice environment
All guides and seniors were helpful

Healthy work environment and lots of opportunities to grow

The culture is very nice and the people are really understanding
and helpful

4.9

GOOGLE REVIEW

I had chosen MBAtrek's Resume Diagnostic program for my job
resume. He created the resume after discussing with me one-onone. What was unique and best about this program is the one-toone discussions. I highly recommend this program to all students
and professionals

I had a great session from MBA trek. Understanding my work
culture, my domain and current situation with resume building. It
was nice of her to guide me through the steps of showcasing a
strong case for recruiters to notice me and getting
recommendation from someone in the field

What are we looking for?

Perks Offered

YOUR
We Believe in Success!
v

Don't You?

#GetReadyAndRelevant

MBAtrek Private Limited
414 (4th Floor), Suncity Business Tower, Golf Course
Road, Sector-54, Gurugram – 122003
Contact: +91-9311432448 / +91-9289134347
E-Mail Address: careers@mbatrek.com

